SINGER® Bunting Decoration

Create this quick, easy festive bunting by mixing fabrics, scrapbook papers, thread, twill tape --- and your
SINGER® serger! By simply changing the prints and patterns of your materials, you can customize the
bunting for any occasion – even use it to decorate a kid’s room. It’s a great way to use up those scrap
fabrics, too! These directions are for a bunting that measures approximately three yards in length,

Shopping List:
 4-6 assorted fat quarters quilting cotton, or fabric scraps

 Rotary cutter, mat and ruler

 4-6 assorted scrapbook paper sheets 12” x 12”

 Pencil

 3 yards twill tape ½” to ⅝” wide

 Paper scissors

 Three spools serger thread to match twill tape

 Pattern templates for triangles (included)

Sewing Directions:
1. Cut 9 pieces from the assorted cotton fabrics using Pattern Template 1 (large triangle).
2. Cut 9 pieces from the assorted scrapbook papers using Pattern Template 1 (large
triangle), by tracing the template with a pencil. After tracing, cut with paper scissors.
3. Cut 9 pieces from the assorted cotton fabrics using Pattern Template 2 (small triangle).
4. Cut 9 pieces from the assorted scrapbook papers using Pattern Template 2 (small
triangle) by tracing the template with a pencil. After tracing, cut with paper scissors.
5. Thread your serger for a wide three-thread overlock stitch using the coordinating thread
for the twill tape. Disengage the cutter.
6. Pair and layer one small triangle on top of one large triangle and set aside. Repeat with
remaining small and large triangles, randomly pairing up paper triangles with fabric
triangles. You should have 18 pairs.

7. Begin serging the twill tape along one long edge and stop, leaving the tape under the
presser foot, after serging approximately 10” of the tape. Lower the needle into the tape
and lift the presser foot, slide one of the triangle pairs under the twill tape aligning the
upper cut edges of the triangles with the right hand edge of the twill tape (see illustration
below). Serge the triangles and twill tape together, stopping at the end of the triangles
and repeat until all triangle pairs have been serged to the twill tape. Leave about 10” of
twill tape at the end of the bunting and serge to the end of it to finish.
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